
 

ANNUAL SAFETY REPORT 2019 

As we say ‘goodbye’ to 2019, we review the 

outgoing year to review our ‘Health & 

Safety’ (H&S) achievements. As with previous 

years; we strive for continuous improvement with 

regards our knowledge and approach to all things 

H&S, as this is a core principle of D2E. 

We have been observing our working practises, 

both within the office and on our varied client 

sites; monitoring incidents and hazards (including 

near misses) and reporting these back to our clients for action; and continuing to improve our H&S 

knowledge by utilising the Human Focus online portal, approved by RoSPA. 

D2E continues to pride itself on it’s stringent approach to H&S, allowing us to ensure we are aligned to 

achieve our company vision of ‘our approach to safety to be superior to that of the suppliers with 

which we work’.  We continue to set ourselves performance targets to allow us to easily review our 

achievements, continuously monitor throughout the year, and make any changes necessary to 

achieve our goals.  

D2E International VT Consultants Ltd 

OUR APPROACH 

HOW DID WE DO IN 2019? 

We are pleased to announce that in September 2019 we achieved 

accreditation from the British Assessment Bureau for ISO 45001. 

D2E associates were given the task of undertaking 17 modules for 

Human Focus by the end of 2019. This year’s new modules concentrated 

on welfare of our workforce and included lessons on stress, manual 

handling and display screen equipment.  

We continue to review and update our iPAMS™ equipment audit reports to 

ensure they encompass the right level of information for our clients and 

have incorporated any regulatory or code changes from any new or 

updated standards and codes. 

This year we have been trialling an App on the iPhone from ‘peoplesafe’ as a 

substitute for our previous ‘twig’ lone worker device. Feedback is generally good 

with the app being simple to use, reliable, and efficient as we don’t have to carry 

and maintain a separate device. Overall we believe this trial to be a success and 

are happy with the levels of safety it affords our field based team.  



INCIDENTS & NEAR MISSES 

We actively encourage our Associates to report all incidents and near misses 

encountered.  This helps us and our clients in two ways: 

• It’s a proven way to reduce the likelihood of accidents 

• It highlights to our clients areas to be considered for further safety measures 

D2E set targets for incident and near miss reporting. This years target was 120 

incidents and near misses, of which we recorded 166.  

The pie-chart shown is a cross-section of the incidents we have encountered within 

the last year. 

As with previous years, most incidents encountered by our team involved auto-

diallers and their operation; followed by equipment safety issue/adjustment. We 

continue to advise our clients about the importance of an operational auto-dialler 

system through our factsheet entitled ‘CAST’. This fact sheet gives structured 

guidance about regular checking of alarm systems and what to do if it is found that 

they do not work.  

The next two highest issues were for plant rooms and their security, safety and 

cleanliness, which should be communicated to your maintenance provider/FM team 

for rectification. Insecure plantrooms can become severe hazards for the 

uninitiated or vulnerable, so should always be correctly managed. 

Our long serving ’12 point safety management system’ has become obsolete in 

favour of the Health and Safety Executives ‘HSG65’ model in line with ISO 45001. 

This model gives us the base tools for continued evaluation of our processes 

leading to improvements where necessary and the increased safety of our 

workforce.  

2019 - KEY RESULTS 

166  

reported incidents & near misses 

0  

lost working days 

0  

accidents 

Finally a ‘Well Done’ goes to Sadir Elmi who has attended and passed both 

‘First Aid’ and ‘Fire Marshal’ courses with ‘St Johns Ambulance’. The 

addition of Sadir to our growing team of qualified First Aiders and 

Fire Marshalls means our office is well protected at all times for 

any unforeseen incidents.  

Communication 

Audible alarm 

Signage 

Testing 



Issue Description 

D2E  

Incident/Near Miss 

Near miss or incident within the vicinity of the D2E office locations or on client sites involv-

ing D2E persons 

Plant Room Security Plant room doors locked/correct type locks/prevent access from general public 

Working area  

access/egress 

Is the access safe to the working area? Are there ladders with fall hazards? Poor machine 

room access etc 

Permit system adequate 

Statutory inspection incident Out of date LOLER or other statutory examination or report expired 

Equipment incident/accident Equipment failure due to parts/adjustments 

Plant room safety Is there correct bunding/safety signage/rubbish or fire hazards/open controller cabinets 

etc 

Equipment safety  

issue/adjustment 

Items which are a safety hazard and require rectifying such as loose balustrade/damaged 

car top control/poor adjustment of safety gear etc 

Autodialler Inoperative/on power loss/ no 2-way comms etc 

Main suspension system Over stretch/broken strands/corrosion/splaying etc 

Damaged sheaves 

Key 

 

Some of the most notable incidents from 2019 are highlighted below: 

March 2019 – Smoke detection head within a lift motor-room covered with a latex 

type glove, rendering it useless. The client was briefed upon the H&S risks and 

resolving action was taken.  

May 2019 – A D2E Associate had a near miss with a overhead motor 

room access ladder, which was not secure behind the access hatch. 

When the hatch was opened, the ladder dropped and extended narrowly missing our 

Associate. Upon investigation it transpired the retention bracketry was damaged. This 

was highlighted to the client and suitable repairs conducted.  

December 2019 – A goods lift controller panel was missing the main 

isolator switch resulting in an inability to fully isolate the lift. The client 

and their facilities contractors were briefed on the necessity to repair 

and reinstate as soon as possible and to ensure a safe system of works was in place in 

the interim.  

Near miss reporting has been proven to have a direct impact on accident reduction in 

the workplace. D2E always aim to improve our annual near miss reporting target as it 

shows a willingness from our employees to embrace our procedures and ensure that 

H&S remains a core focus of our business. 



0  
Accidents 

0  
Lost working Days 

180 
Incidents reported 
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OUR 2020 GOALS... 

HSE STATISTICS 2018/19 

It has been recognised by the HSE that one of the biggest challenges in the workplace is mental health 

issues. Across all industries, companies are waking up to the severity of this issue and introducing a 

number of different initiatives to combat it. Within D2E, we have introduced a new Employee Assistance 

Scheme and various well-being initiatives to support our employees. 

Source: HSE Health & Safety at work Summary Statistics for Great Britain 2019 

Continued use of existing Safety Key Performance Indicators target of 

Continue our RoSPA Human Focus 

online learning Re-accreditation of IS0 45001 

Introduction of D2E Customer 

Safety Board where our key Clients 

are invited to our Safety meetings 

and provide input into H&S 

Further development of 

Company Wellbeing initiatives 


